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THE WHITE HOUSE ACTION 

WASHINGTON 
Last Day: December 1 

November 28, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JIM CANNO~ 
SUBJECT: Enrolled Bill s. 1517 - Foreign 

Relations Authorization Act, 
Fiscal Year 1976 

Attached for your consideration is S. 1517, sponsored 
by Senator Sparkman, which: 

Authorizes fiscal year 1976 appropriations of 
$818,176,000 for the State Department; 

Authorizes fiscal years 1976 and 1977 appropriations 
totalling $94,685,000 for the Foreign Service Buildings 
Program; 

Authorizes appropriations for the Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency of $23,440,000 in fiscal years 
1976 and 1977; 

Amends the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency's 
basic authorizing legislation to require, among other 
things, the submission of arms control impact analyses 
to the Congress in certain circumstances; and 

Contains a number of other provisions which are 
discussed in the enrolled bill report. 

The requirement for arms control impact statements has led 
to a disagreement among your advisers as to whether the 
bill should be signed. 
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Defense, ERDA and NSC staff feel strongly that 
such impact statements would be a major handicap 
for u.s. weapons development efforts and could 
lead to disclosure of sensitive information. 

State, ACDA, and OMB recognize the problems that 
can be caused by the impact statements but recommend 
that the bill be signed because the reaction to a 
veto in the Congress would be very strong and negative, 
would likely be overridden or worse language would 
be adopted, perhaps in an even more important piece 
of legislation. 

This issue is discussed in detail in the attached enrolled 
bill report and NSC's memorandum at Tab A. 

OMB, Max Friedersdorf, and Counsel's Office (Chapman) 
recommend approval of the bill. NSC recommends that you 
veto the bill. 

Decision - S. 1517 

Sign tff/1 (Tab C) 

Veto and issue the attached 
message which has been 
cleared by Paul Theis 

-------(Tab B) 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

NOV 2 6 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Subject: Enrolled Bill S. 1517 - Foreign Relations 
Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1976 

Sponsor - Sen. Sparkman (D) Alabama 

Last Day for Action 

December 1, 1975 - Monday 

Purpose 

Authorizes fiscal year 1976 appropriations of $818,176,000 
for the State Department; authorizes fiscal years 1976 and 
1977 appropriations totalling $94,685,000 for the Foreign 
Service Buildings Program; authorizes appropriations for 
the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency of $23,440,000 in 
fiscal years 1976 and 1977 and amends the Agency's basic 
authorizing legislation to require, among other things, 
the submission of arms control impact analyses to the Con
gress in certain circumstances; and contains a number of 
other provisions discussed below. 

Agency Recommendations 

Office of Management and Budget 

Department of State 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
United States Information Agency 
Department of Agriculture 
Agency for International Development 
Department of Defense 

Energy Research and Development 
Administration 

National Security Council 
Department of Justice 
Civil Service Commission 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Approval 

Approval 
Approval 
Approval 
No objection 
No objection 
Disapproval (veto message 

attached) 
Disapproval (veto message 

attached) 
Disapproval {informally) 
Defers to other agencies 
Defers to other agencies 
Defers to other agencies 
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Discussion 

State Department 

The enrolled bill authorizes fiscal 1976 appropriations 
totalling $818,176,000 for the State Department, 
approximately $33 million less than the Administration's 
request (changes are discussed in greater detail below). 
As requested, the bill also authorizes appropriations of 

11 Such additional amounts as may be necessary .. for pay 
raises, increases in other personnel benefits, and other 
non-discretionary costs. 

Significant reductions include: 

approximately $20 million for the U.S. contribution 
to the International Commission of Control and 
Supervision in Vietnam which no longer functions; 

approximately $25 million for u.s. contributions 
to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) , which are 
prohibited under existing law until the President 
certifies to Congress that UNESCO has taken 
satisfactory steps to reverse recent actions of a 
political character taken against Israeli and 

approximately $10 million for educational exchange 
activities, primarily with Japan, which amount was 
authorized for appropriation in P.L. 94-118, the 
11 Japan-United States Friendship Act, .. enacted on 
October 20, 1975. 

Significant increases include an unrequested amount of 
$20 million for the resettlement of Soviet refugees, with 
no more than 20 percent of such amount to be used to 
resettle refugees in any country other than Israel. 

The enrolled bill also authorizes a new $25 million 
United States Emergency Refugee and Migration Assistance 
Fund to enable the President to meet unexpected, urgent 
refugee and migration needs. Under existing law, the 
President is authorized to transfer up to $10 million 
of foreign aid funds to meet emergency needs for 
migration and refugee assistance. The Administration had 
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proposed to increase the President's transfer authority 
to $25 million to meet the growing number of worldwide 
refugee situations. The approach embodied in S. 1517 
will tend to add to budget totals and to reduce the 
President's flexibility because of the time and effort 
required to obtain appropriations to establish and 
replenish the Fund. 

s. 1517 also contains a number of other provisions 
relating to the State Department which would: 

direct the President to insist that the U.N. take 
all necessary and appropriate steps to obtain an 
accounting of u.s. military and civilian personnel 
missing in Southeast Asia and to report to the 
Congress within six months on actions taken by 
the U.N. to obtain such an accounting; 

prohibit use of appropriations for the development 
or implementation of a u.s. Passport Office pro
posal to issue machine readable passport books -
$100,000 is authorized, however, for a study of 
such a proposal which must be submitted to the 
Congress; 

authorize a fiscal year 1977 appropriation of $10 
million for a u.s. contribution toward the establish
ment of a United Nations University; 

increase by $1.5 million, as requested, the 
ceiling authorized for the Rio Grande canalization 
project which is under the jurisdiction of the 
International Boundary and Water Commission; and 

state the sense of the Congress that u.s. ambassadors 
to foreign countries should be selected on the 
basis of their qualifications, not because of 
financial contributions to political campaigns. 

The enrolled bill also contains numerous provisions 
relating to Foreign Service personnel. These provisions 
would: 

change existing law concerning domestic assignment 
of Foreign Service Officers (FSO's) to State or 
local public organizations to require, among 
other things, a "substantial number" instead of 

, 
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"at least 50" FSO's per year to be so assigned, 
to include Congress in the assignments authorized, 
and to require annual reports to Congress on the 
program; 

establish statutory grievance procedures for 
Foreign Service personnel to replace existing 
administrative procedures -- while State originally 
opposed provisions proposed for this purpose, the 
conference report on S. 1517 indicates that the 
enrolled bill embodies procedures agreed to by 
representatives of the State Department and the 
American Foreign Service Association; 

broaden existing authority for certain State 
Department and Foreign Service personnel to carry 
firearms for the purpose of protecting foreign and 
u.s. officials to include protection for members 
of the immediate families of such officials; and 

authorize certain minor benefits for Foreign 
Service employees. 

Foreign Service Buildings 

S. 1517 authorizes overall fiscal years 1976 and 1977 
appropriations of $23,085,000 for the capital program 
(acquisition of properties) and $71,600,000 for operating 
expenses (maintenance, operation and alteration of 
properties) as requested by the Administration. The 
enrolled bill also reallocates approximately $7 million 
in unused fiscal 1975 authorizations, without increasing 
the overall amount authorized for 1975, which will permit 
State to seek a supplemental appropriation to complete 
a Property Exchange Agreement of February 4, 1975, 
between the United States and Egypt. 

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency (ACDA) 

Historically, appropriations for the ACDA have been 
authorized on a 2-year basis. For fiscal year 1975, 
however, Congress provided only a one-year authorization 
to allow for a major in-depth study and review of the 
Agency. This study was conducted during the fall of 
1975. Many provisions of the enrolled bill, discussed 
below, reflect the results of the study. 

-, 
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s. 1517 authorizes appropriations of $23,440,000 for the 
ACDA for fiscal years 1976 and 1977 and such additional 
amounts as may be necessary for pay raises, increases in 
other personnel benefits authorized by law, and other 
non-discretionary costs. The amount authorized exceeds the 
Administration's request by $440,000. 

The bill earmarks not to exceed $1 million of the amount 
appropriated for the Agency to conduct a study of the 
impact upon military expenditures of arms control 
measures agreed to by the U.S. and the Soviet Union. The 
ACDA director is required to submit periodic reports to 
the Congress with respect to the study and a final 
report not later than December 31, 1976. In their 
report on S. 1517, the conferees noted their intent that 
this study be funded from a supplemental appropriation, 
rather than from the Agency's already programmed and 
appropriated research budget. 

The $440,000 increase is authorized to be used to conduct 
research in consultation with the International Atomic 
Energy Agency, with respect to the development of 
nuclear safeguard techniques. 

As requested, the enrolled bill would permit the ACDA 
Director to grant access to classified information to 
contractors or subcontractors on the basis of security 
clearances granted by the Department of Defense. A 
related amendment would permit the Agency to waive high 
level security clearances for certain special employees 
who do not require or have access to classified 
information. 

Among the reasons for the 1975 in-depth review of the 
ACDA, was a growing concern that the ACDA no longer 
played as significant a role in the formulation and 
execution of U.S. arms control policies it once did. 
Accordingly, a number of the enrolled bill's provisions 
are designed to strengthen the Agency's role and 
independence in the development and implementation of 
U.S. arms control policies and to provide additional 
information to the Congress regarding such matters. 
These provisions would: 

change the emphasis in the Agency's mandate from 
having the capability to perform certain functions 

' 
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relating to arms control and disarmament matters 
to having the primary authority within the 
Executive Branch, under the direction of the 
President and the Secretary of State, to carry 
out such functions; 

provide a statutory role for the ACDA Director as 
principal adviser to the NSC, in addition to being 
the principal adviser to the Secretary of State 
and the President, on arms control matters; this 
role is similar to that of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff who, by law, serve as the principal 
military advisers to the President, NSC and the 
Secretary of Defensei 

require any agency preparing any legislative or 
budgetary proposal for: 

(1) any program for nuclear armaments, nuclear 
implements of war, military facilities or 
military vehicles designed or intended 
primarily for the delivery of nuclear weapons, 

(2) any program of armaments, ammunition, implements 
of war or military facilities for which the 
total program cost is estimated to exceed $250 
million or for which the estimated annual 
authorization exceeds $50 million, or 

(3) any other weapons program which may have a 
significant impact on arms control and 
disarmament policy or negotiations, as 
determined by the agency proposing such 
program or by the ACDA Director, 

to provide the ACDA Director, on a continuing 
basis, full and timely access to detailed 
information on the nature, scope and purpose of 
the proposed program. The Director, as he deems 
appropriate, would assess and analyze the 
potential impact of the proposed program on arms 
control and disarmament policies and negotiations 
and would make recommendations based on such 
analyses to the agency proposing the program, 
the NSC, and OMB. Any request to Congress for 

' 
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authorization or appropriations for any programs 
described in (1) or (2) above, or described in 
(3) above and found by the NSC on the basis of the 

ACDA Director's recommendations to have a 
significant impact on arms control and disarmament 
policy or negotiations, would have to include a 
complete statement anaLyzing such impact. In 
addition, upon request of the appropriate 
Congressional committees, the ACDA Director would 
be required, after informing the Secretary of 
State, to advise the Congress on the arms control 
impact of any program for which an impact statement 
had been submitted. The bill would bar any 
judicial enforcement of these provisions; 

amend existing laws which authorize transfers of 
arms to foreign countries specifically to require 
coordination with the ACDA Director and consideration 
of his opinion as to the arms control implications 
of arms transfers to foreign countries under those 
Acts; 

require a more comprehensive and analytical annual 
report on arms control to Congress 

~vhile those sections of the enrolled bill relating to the 
State Department and the Foreign Service Buildings 
Program are generally acceptable, many of the provisions 
included by the Congress with regard to the ACDA, 
especially the requirement for arms control impact 
statements, are undesirable. 

The arms control impact statement requirement would have 
the greatest effect on the operations of the Energy 
Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and 
Defense. In its enrolled bill letter recommending 
disapproval of the bill, ERDA states: 

' 
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not object to legislation establishing such 
arrangements. However, we are concerned that 
the superimposition of a requirement for the 
submission of impact statements would result 
in wide distribution and disclosure of much 
highly sensitive information, such as 
negotiating positions on proposed treaties, 
intelligence estimates, battle plans, and 
weapon design data, and thus in itself be 
detrimental to United States arms control and 
disarmament activities and foreign relations 
activities in general. A proposed veto 
message is enclosed." 

If the bill is approved, ERDA proposes a signing state
ment (copy attached) to indicate the Executive Branch's 
interpretation of the arms control impact statement 
provision to minimize the possible detrimental effects 
of the bill. ERDA estimates its first year costs 
under the bill could range from $200,000 to $2 million 
based on a requirement for 5 to 55 impact statements, 
but anticipates that, as time passes, there will be a 
tendency to interpret the law more expansively, resulting 
in greater costs in succeeding years. 

Defense's enrolled bill letter also recommends disapproval 
and includes a proposed veto message. In addition to the 
concerns ERDA raises, Defense is deeply concerned that the 
arms control impact statement provisions could result in 
Defense programs being blocked and would place the 
Department "in an adversary and even hostile position 
with the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and possibly 
other executive agencies with respect to matters of 
national security." Like ERDA, Defense believes that, in 
the long term, the bill would be construed more 
expansively, resulting in a "growing and severe impact" 
on Defense programs. Finally, Defense believes 
disapproval of the bill should be accompanied by a 
strengthened Executive order to replace the existing 
Executive order which establishes procedures for 
interagency coordination of arms control and disarmament 
matters. 

State recommends approval of the bill. Its enrolled 
bill letter states: 

"We are aware that the 'Arms Control Impact 
Information and Analysis' section of the bill 

' 



places an onerous burden on the executive and 
ought not to have passed Congress. However, 
it has passed Congress, and should the President 
veto the bill, the reaction in Congress would 
be very strong and very negative, and we would 
probably face an override or, failing that, the 
same language, or worse language, on whatever 
other piece of legislation lies at hand, even 
perhaps that dealing with mutual security." 

In summary, State adds: 

" ••• it is our considered and firm opinion that 
S. 1517 should be signed by the President and 
that he should inform the Congress of his 
intention to interpret the ACDA impact state
ment requirement as narrowly as possible." 

Enactment of s. 1517 would impose rigid procedures within 
the Executive Branch for evaluating the impact of certain 
proposed weapons systems on arms control and disarmament 
policy and negotiations and is, therefore, objectionable 

9 

in that it could deny the President flexibility in deter
mining how he will receive agency advice and recommendations 
on such matters. If one assumes, however, that the ACDA would 
act responsibly under the bill in accordance with Presidential 
policies and that adequate procedures can be developed within 
the Executive Branch so that the bill's requirements will not 
be unduly burdensome, then the provision in the bill for 
arms control impact statements would not necessarily have 
the dire consequences forecast by Defense and ERDA. 

Moreover, Congress has within its power now the ability to 
obtain testimony and other information on such matters when 
considering authorization and appropriation requests and in 
the exercise of its oversight responsibilities. This bill 
is intended to ensure that such information is prepared 
and available. 

Given the assumption of responsible implementation of the 
bill discussed above, and the additional assumption that 
the bill's requirements can be carried out with a reasonable 
spirit of comity between the Executive Branch and Congress, 
disapproval of the bill is not necessary. 

, 



An important factor to consider in deciding to approve or 
disapprove the bill is the possibility of sustaining a 
veto. In addition to State's negative assessment of this 
possibility, noted above, the record of congressional 

10 

action on this legislation clearly indicates the difficulties 
in having a veto upheld. The House originally adopted legis
lation containing an arms control impact statement position 
similar to that in the enrolled bill by a vote of 382-28. 
The Senate version of S. 1517, which contained a provision 
on arms control impact statements generally considered to 
be less restrictive than the House version, was adopted 
by a 76-8 vote. The Conference Committee essentially com
bined the provisions passed by each House. The House adopted 
the conference report by a margin of 358-52; no recorded vote 
was taken in the Senate. 

On balance, we believe that S. 1517 should be approved. 
A veto of this bill which is subsequently overridden, could, 
we believe, seriously diminish the possibility of working 
out acceptable understandings with key congressional members 
as to how the bill should be implemented. 

We do not, however, support ERDA's recommendation for a 
signing statement upon approval to indicate how the Executive 
Branch will interpret the arms control impact statement re
quirement. Nor do we concur with State's opinion that you 
should inform Congress of your intention to interpret the 
impact statement provision as narrowly as possible. As dis
cussed above with regard to the effect of a veto, we believe 
the approaches proposed by ERDA and State could lead to 
direct confrontation with Congress now, precluding the oppor
tunity to reach mutual agreements with the Congress later on 
implementation of the provision. 

If you should decide to disapproves. 1517, we have prepared 
a proposed veto message as an alternative to those proposed 
by Defense and ERDA. It contains language announcing that 
you will soon issue a new Executive order to replace the 
existing Executive order on interagency coordination of arms 
control and disarmament matters. An earlier version of this 
proposed veto message was circulated to State, Defense, ERDA, 
ACDA, NSC, Justice and CIA. None objected to this approach 



in the event of a veto except ERDA, which felt a new 
Executive order would be unacceptable to the Congress as 
a substitute for statutory provisions such as those 
contained in the enrolled bill. 

Enclosures 

~'";:?.,.~ 
sistant Director )for 
gislative Reference 

11 
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MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

November 28, 1975 

JIM CAVANAUGH 

Jeanne W. Davif) 

s. 1517 

The NSC has no objection to the enrolled bill report on S. 1517 in that 
it accurately reflects the National Security Council staff recommendation 
that the President disapprove the bill. However, it is our belief that the 
bill raises serious substantive problems which could result from imple
mentation of this legislation which are not fully discussed in the OMB 
report. If possible, we would like to see the following comments appended 
to the OMB report. 

It seems perfectly clear that at best such arms controlimpact statements 
will add another dimension to the Congressional debate on major weapon 
systems. At worst--and the more likely outcome for controversial pro
grams where support is thin--the information contained in these state
ments will be used to counter security-related arguments and defeat or 
delay some major defense projects, and in particular might well jeopardize 
support of our most technologically advanced systems. One of the apparent 
objectives of the bill is to eliminate the "bargaining chip" approach to 
weapons development. The reason that the impact statements will 
necessarily be loaded against each weapon system is two-fold: 

-- The statement is intended to be one- sided and not to balance 
arms control considerations with security concerns. 

-- The U.S. defense program is founded on remaining ahead of 
Soviet technology, and in almost all cases, our new weapons development 
embodies technology well in advance of Soviet capabilities. An arms 
control impact statement could be expected to make this point for each 
new weapon system, and will perforce have to conclude that we run the 
risk of (1) stimulating a Soviet response to "catch up" and (2) foreclosing 
Soviet interest in arms limitations in the area connected with the particular 
weapon in question because of Soviet unwillingness to accept a "technical 
gap". ~'-'<'!',:;. 
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Through an arms control impact statement, the Administration will be 
putting an effective tool in the hands of those on the Hill and in the media 
who oppose the Administration 1 s defense strategy and its major programs. 
Further, an impact statement, to be complete, will have to include intel
ligence estimates and the status of negotiations--information that would 
otherwise be too sensitive for Congressional distribution. If such infor
mation were not included, opponents· on the Hill would undoubtedly attempt 
to block funding of programs because of the incompleteness of the required 
arms control impact statement. This is the tactic employed in virtually 
every case of a federal environmental impact statement. 

' 





TO THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES: 

I return without my approvalS. 1517, the Foreign 

Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1976. 

I cannot approve s. 1517 because certain provisions 

of section 146 regarding the Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency would impose by law upon the President and key 

national security officials 0h th_e Executive Branch, burden-

some, inflexible and unwise procedures governing the manner 

in which they make vital decisions and recommendations on 

armaments programs and arms control and disarmament policy 

and negotiations. The prescribed procedure would place the 

Director of ACDA in a virtually adversary relationship to the 

President's other national security policy advisers -- the 

Secretaries of State and Defense and the Administrator of 

the Energy Research and Development Administration. 

Moreover, section 146 would distort the present 

responsibilities of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 

and divert it from its main goal of pursuing, within an 

international framework and through agreement with other 

nations, arms control and disarmament. The requirements and 

procedures that would be imposed upon the Executive Branch 

could work in a manner damaging to our national security by 

unilaterally constraining our military preparedness and 

compromising our arms control negotiating policy and strategy. 

I understand the concerns of those who supported the 

provisions of section 146 -- concern for a strong, independent 

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, concern that all major 

armaments proposals are thoroughly assessed not only for their 

contributions to the defense of the Nation but for their 

implications to our arms control and disarmament policy and 

negotiations and concern that the Congress and its committees 

receive information adequate for them to perform their functions 

effectively. 

• 
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I, too, am concerned that the Arms Control and 

Disarmament Agency should have a strong voice in Executive 

Branch councils for the formulation of national security 

policies. We are the only Nation in the world that has 

an independent agency charged solely with responsibilities 

for arms control and disarmament. 

I, too, am concerned that all major armaments proposals 

are subjected to analysis in all their implications prior 

to making my recommendations to the Congress for their 

authorization or appropriation. The implications for arms 

control and disarmament policy and negotiations are important 

ingredients in my final decisions and recommendations. 

I, too, am concerned that the Congress and its committees 

are properly informed. The Congress has a central role in 

providing for our national defense and assuring a sound foreign 

policy and, therefore, should have information required to 

fulfill that role. 

Accordingly, I am directing that a new Executive order 

on the Coordination of Arms Control and Disarmament Policy and 

Related Matters be prepared. This order will completely update 

and replace Executive Order No. 11044 of August 20, 1962. It 

will be designed to strengthen the role and voice of the Arms 

Control and Disarmament Agency and its Director in the policy 

formulation processes of the government and to assure the 

exchange of necessary information. It will meet the essential 

purposes of the provisions of S. 1517. 

A review of United States policy on arms transfer for 

foreign nations is currently underway by the involved 

Executive agencies. This is a complex policy and administrative 

matter affecting a number of agencies and involving the licensing 

of the export of munitions, the administration of the Foreign 

Military Sales Act, and policies and practices under the 

Foreign Assistance Act. I am directing the Assistant to the 

President for National Security Affairs to assure that as a part of 
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that policy review there shall be a thorough examination of 

the process of consultation among the several agencies 

regarding arms transfers to other countries, a matter 

dealt with in section 150 of S. 1517. The adequacy of the 

role of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency in the 

consultation mechanism will be specifically evaluated. 

I also today directed the Director of the Arms Control 

and Disarmament Agency to undertake two specific studies in 

general consonance with the intent of sections 142 and 143 of 

S. 1517. The first relates to the impact upon military expen-

ditures of the arms control measures mutually agreed to by the 

United States and the Soviet Union. The second is research, 

in consultation with other agencies and the International 

Atomic Energy Agency, with respect to the development of 

nuclear safeguard techniques. 

With these actions and with prompt enactment by the 

Congress of a substitute measure for the other provisions of 

s. 1517, we will have significantly strengthened our arrange-

ments for the administration of arms control and disarmament 

policy and negotiations, and we shall have done so in a 
, 

manner that preserves Presidential flexibility and appropriate 

cooperation between the Congress and the Executive. 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
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I hereby return without ~y approva~ S.1517 

the Foreign Affairs Authorization Bill, Fiscal Year 

1976. Section 146 of S.l5}7 ls a direct, Congressional 
' 

interference with the powers of the President contemplated 

by the Constitution of the United States as-nowers which 

he shall exercise, in his discretion, under Article II. of 

the United States Constitution. The practices and 

procedures long enjoyed by the branches of our government 

have over time established concerns, to be exclusiv~ly 

within the discretion of the President, and, similarly, 

those separate concerns which are separately to be ~he 

exclusive prerogatives of the Congress. 

The sound exercise of governmental powers in the 

United States call upon us to respect these practices 

and procedures and this separation of governmental 

powers. Within the executive branch, the effective 

functioning of that branch requires that I shall make 

the final decisions entrusted in me as the President, _ 

that I shall establish the offices and administratio~:~\~:. fDt?o'~ 
,~ oJ I 

''.':"" :v, 
within that branch which wi 11 enable me best to make\~;';'> ·;;·} 

'• .;:;;,: 
·~:-............_ ~ 

such decisions, and maintain control over those offices·~_,..,....-

and also requires that I shall determine where the 

competence lies between them with respect to the matter~ 

such as those involved in S.l517, to wit, the competence 

relating to national sccttrity, defense, and the means, 

methods and weapons that arc necessarily engaged in these 

fundamental interests. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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The Congrer.s and its committees have timely and 

continuous access to the·information which S.l517 on 

its face purports to seek. That access js adequately .. . 

reflected in exist~~g legislation implement~d by 

executive orders of the President. Undoubtedly 

implementation may lag behind the needs of the Congress 

with regard to this flow of data,· but the corrective, 

·in such cases, lies in adopting appropriate executive 

procedures, reviewing, and if need be, revising the 

executive orders. This approach, building on existing 

practices provides both the executive and legislative 

branches with the needed, and flexible, means for 

ensuring that both branches are fully informed to 

undertake .their respective functions. 

The legislation proposed in Section 146 of S.l517 

is inconsistent with this Constitutional mandate. In 

addition it interferes with our sche~e of government 

because it is inconsistent with our existing practices 

and procedures that have built upon this mandate, and 

it interferes with the present process that characterizes 

the smooth and therefore effective functioning of two 

components of the executive branch. It lays open on 

an untimely basis major United States plans relating to 

its security. It affords the Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency a power - which reverses its present and 

appropriate function of pursuing, within an internatiorial 

framework, anti through agreement with other States, a 

snfcguardcd control of weapons. 

, 
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In place of the fundamental purposes established for 

that Agency, the bill adds on the function of overseer · 

over the Department of Defense, the Departments of State 

and Energy Research and Development Administration, to 

the end that the Arms Control and Disarmament Age~cy 

becomes a decisive participant in the defense, weaponry, 

procurement and even research and development matters, 

entrusted to the other three agencies. It therefore 

reduces and impairs the available capabilities of the 

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency for its own objectives 

in arms control negotiations, and dissipates them among 

activities in which the arms control criteria are shifted 

from the international framework to operate, instead, 

as the means to impose and institutionalize unilateral -

self-imposed - constraints on our own military preparedness 

and awareness. It imposes for the same reason burdens, 

unnecessary and costly, on the Energy Research and 

Development Administration, the Department of Defense 

and the Department of State. 

These impositioni create unnecessary and costly 

burdens for both the Arms Control and Disarmament Agencyo 

and the other interested agencies. They divert the Arms 

Control and Dj sarmanwnt Agency from major tasks and 

undertaking major intelligence addressed to its own field 

of competence. In short, 5.1517 reverses the role that 

the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency was designed to 

pursue, which was ~o provide its assessments partictilarly 

! . 
k. 
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with respect to the security afforded tht United States in 

the ratified international agreements which are adhered to 

and respected by our major adversaries, and to en~ure that 
, 

these limited, but vitally significant, matters are fully 

respected. 

< • 

I 
. I 
-· .. I 
I 
! 
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VETO MESSAGE 

I hereby return without my approval S. 1517, the proposed Foreign 

Relations Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1976. Section 146 of S. 1517 

would unduly interfere with the President's ability to carry out his 

responsibilities in the areas of national security and foreign relations, 

as contemplated by Article II of the Constitution. 

I agree that the Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 

should have full access to information that he requires in the performance 

of his duties as principal Executive Branch adviser on arms control and 

disarmament matters. I also agree that there should be communication 

with the Congress to enable it to consider such matters effectively in 

carrying out its responsibilities under the Constitution. Therefore, while 

I believe that arrangements can be made under existing law and procedures 

to provide the Legislative and Executive Branches with a means for ensuring 

that these goals are met, I would not object to new legislation establishing 

such arrangements. However, the addition of a requirement that arms control 

and disarmament impact statements be included with Executive Branch 

budgetary proposals on weapons programs will result in wide distribution 

and disclosure of much highly sensitive information, such as negotiating 

positions on proposed treaties, intelligence estimates, battle plans, and 

weapon design data. Such distribution and disclosure would interfere 

with and prevent the effective conduct of United States arms control and 

disarmament activities and foreign relations activities in general. 

' 



SIGNING STATEMENT 

I have today signed into lawS. 1517, the proposed Foreign Relations 

Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1976. Nevertheless, I am concerned about 

Section 146 of this law which adds a new Section 36 to the Arms Control and 

Disarmament Act. This provision, if not properly interpreted, could cause 

undue interference with the President's ability to carry out his responsi

bilities in the areas of national security and foreign relations, as 

contemplated by Article II of the Constitution. 

I agree that the Director of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 

should have full access to information that he requires in the performance 

of his duties as principal Executive Branch adviser on arms control and 

disarmament matters. I also agree that there should be communication with 

the Congress to enable it to consider such matters effectively in carrying 

out its responsibilities under the Constitution. Therefore, while I 

believe that arrangements can be made under existing law and procedures to 

provide the Legislative and Executive Branches with a means for ensuring 

that these goals are met, I do not object to establishment of such arrange

ments by statute. However, the addition of a requirement that arms control 

and disarmament impact statements be included with Executive Branch 

budgetary proposals on weapons programs could, if not carefully implemented, 

result in wide distribution and disclosure of much highly sensitive informa

tion, such as negotiating positions on proposed treaties, intelligence 

estimates, battle plans, and weapon design data. Such distribution and 

disclosure would interfere with and prevent the effective conduct of United 

States arms control and disarmament activities and foreign relations 

activities in general. 

I am therefore directing the National Security Council to assume 

responsibility for establishing the procedures to be followed by Executive 

Branch agencies in implementing the new law. It is my intent th~t these 

procedures, as a minimum, will: 

' 
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1. assure consistency in implementation and assure that arms control 

and disarmament is properly reflected as one aspect of United States 

national security policy; 

2. protect against wide distribution and disclosure of highly 

sensitive information such as negotiating positions on proposed treaties~ 

intelligence estimates, battle plans~ and weapon design data; 

3. reflect that impact statements are required automatically only 

with respect to programs on designated weapons·that are in engineering 

development or some later phase, and, further, that impact statements 

are not required for such activities as production of special nuclear 

material or naval nuclear reactors, maintenance of existing weapons, or 

modifications of existing weapons which do not change their essential 

characteristics; (Such activities would be covered by impact statements 

on the weapon systems with which they are associated.) 

4. reflect that the agency sponsoring a budgetary proposal is 

responsible for assuring the inclusion of an impact statement, and 

that the statement itself may be prepared by another agency or agencies, 

may be incorporated by reference, and in general need be submitted only 

once on a designated weapon; (This interpretation would permit agencies 

supporting or otherwise developing subsystems or components of primary 

weapon systems to cite the impact statement for the primary system as 

a sufficient and acceptable assessment of the subsidiary or supporting 

program.) 

5. reflect that the term 11 technology" in subsection 36(a.} (3) refers 

to weapons technology; (Without this clarification, this provision 

would have no rational boundaries.) and 

6. 

the omission of certain highly sensitive information. 

\· 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

NOV 2 6 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Subject: Enrolled Bill s. 1517 - Foreign Relations 
Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1976 

Sponsor - Sen. Sparkman (D) Alabama 

Last Day for Action 

December 1, 1975 - Monday 

Purpose 

Authorizes fiscal year 1976 appropriations of $818,176,000 
for the State Department; authorizes fiscal years 1976 and 
1977 appropriations totalling $94,685,000 for the Foreign 
Service Buildings Program; authorizes appropriations for 
the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency of $23,440,000 in 
fiscal years 1976 and 1977 and amends the Agency's basic 
authorizing legislation to require, among other things, 
the submission of arms control impact analyses to the Con
gress in certain circumstances; and contains a number of 
other provisions discussed below. 

Agency Recommendations 

Office of Management and Budget 

Department of State 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
United States Information Agency 
Department of Agriculture 
Agency for International Development 
Department of Defense 

Energy Research and Development 
Administration 

National Security Council 
Department of Justice 
Civil Service Commission 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Approval 

Approval 
Approval 
Approval 
No objection 
No objection 
Disapproval (veto message 

attached) 
Disapproval {veto message 

attached) 
Disapproval {informally) 
Defers to other agencies 
Defers to other agencies 
Defers to other agencies 

the provisions of section 146 -- concern for a strong, 

, 
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November 20, 1975 

'The Honorable La\Yrence S. Eagleburger 
Deputy Under Secretary of State 

for Hanagement 
Department of State 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Hr. Secretary: 

Thank you for your letter of November 15th regarding the 
Foreign Service grievance legislation. 

It is my understanding that Chairman Hays, of our Inter
national Operations Subcommittee, will give consideration to 
includi.ng these provisions in the USIA <1uthorization. HmoJever, 
we do not have at present a ll'gislative vehicle to apply them to 
AID employees as neither house of the Congress had .1n applicable 
provision in its version of legislation authorizing appropriations 
for AID economic assistance programs for ¥Y 1976. I will, however, 
keep your reconunendation in mind as '"e consider international 
security legislation and see if something can be done in that bill. 

With best wishes, I am 

Sincerely ·yours, 

.• 

Chairman 

TEM: mcj 

' 
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UNITED STATES ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT AGENCY 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20451 

November 20, 1975 

Dear Mr. Lynn: 

By enrolled bill request dated November 19, 1975, the 
Office of Management and Budget requested the views and rec
ommendations of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
on S. 1517, the "Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal 
Year 1976". The Director of the Agency has authorized me to 
inform you that we recommend the President permit S. 1517 to 
become law. 

The portion of that bill pertaining to the U.S. Arms 
Control and Disarmament Agency is Part 2 of Title I. That 
part authorizes appropriations for the Agency for fiscal years 
1976 and 1977, as requested by the Administration (Sec. 141), 
requires the Agency to conduct a study of the impact upon 
military expenditures of arms control measures mutually agreed 
to by the United States and the Soviet Union (Sec. 142), au
thorizes additional research, in consultation with the Inter
national Atomic Energy Agency, with respect to the development 
of nuclear safeguard techniques (Sec. 143), clarifies the 
authority of the Agency on matters of arms control and disarma
ment (Sec. 144), designates the Director of the Agency as prin
cipal adviser to the National Security Council on arms control 
and disarmament matters (Sec. 145), establishes a system for 
Agency advice and recommendations to the Executive Branch with 
respect to the impact on arms control and disarmament policy 
and negotiations of various categories of weapons programs, 
and for the initiating agencies to submit arms control and dis
armament impact statements with their authorization or appro
priation requests for such programs (Sec. 146), permits the 
Agency to waive the requirement for high level security clear
ances for consultants who will not have access to classified 
information (Sec. 147(a)), authorizes the Agency to grant access 
to classified information to contractors on the basis of security 
clearances granted by the Department of Defense, as requested 
by the Administration (Sec. 147(b)), repeals the existing 

The Honorable 
James L. Lynn 

Director 
Office of Management and Budget 

' 
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prohibition against propaganda within the United States on 
the Agency's activities (Sec. 148), requires an expanded Agency 
annual report to Congress (Sec. 149), and requires the involve
ment of the Agency in government decisions concerning arms 
export licenses, military grant assistance, and military sales 
(Sec. 150). 

We estimate that approximately five additional permanent 
positions will be required to perform the Agency's responsibil
ities under the Arms Control Impact Information and Analysis 
provision of the bill (Sec. 146). A one time request for addi
tional appropriations will also be needed to carry out the study 
of the impact upon military expenditures of arms control meas
ures mutually agreed to by the United States and the Soviet Union 
(Sec. 142) and the additional research with respect to the devel
opment of nuclear safeguard techniques (Sec. 143). 

·ncerely, 

.z.H~ 
J mes L. Malone 

eneral Counsel 

I 



UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20415 

CHAIRMAN 

Honorable James T. Lynn 
Director 
Office of Management and Budget 

Attention: Assistant Director for 
Legislative Reference 

Dear Mr. Lynn: 

November 21, 1975 

This is in response to your request for the views and recommendation 
of the Civil Service Commission on enrolled billS. 1517, a bill 
"To authorize appropriations for the administration of foreign 
affairs; international organizations, conferences, and commissions; 
information and cultural exchange; and for other purposes." 

Title IV of the bill contains a number of revisions of the Foreign 
Service personnel system which is administered by the Department of 
State. Of particular significance is the establishment by section 
404 of a statutory grievance procedure for officers and employees of 
the Foreign Service and their survivors. This statutory grievance 
system would replace the present administrative grievance system 
established by Executive Order 11636. 

From the standpoint of the Commission's personnel management respon
sibilities, it has no objection to the personnel provisions of title 
IV of S. 1517. Since the State Department is the agency with the 
prinicpal interest in the bill, the Commission defers to that agency 
for a detailed analysis and recommendation as to action by the President. 

Sincerely yours, 

, 



USIA 
UNITED STATES 

INFORMATION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON 20547 

November 21, 1975 

Mr. James M. Frey 
Assistant Director for 

Legislative Reference 
Office of Management and 

Budget 
Washington, D. C. 20503 

Dear Mr. Frey: 

The United States Information Agency is pleased to reply to your request 
for views and recommendations on S. 1517, the "Foreign Relations 
Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1976." 

The USIA authorization, which was contained in the bill as it passed the 
Senate, was deleted in conference without prejudice pending House action. 
USIA could, however, be affected by several provisions of the bill includ
ing Section 105 pertaining to the reopening of the U.S. Consulate in 
Gothenburg, Sweden; Section 171, the Foreign Service Buildings authoriza
tion; and Title IV relating to grievance procedures. 

USIA has no objections to the proposed legislation, and would be pleased to 
see it signed into law. 

.····r_;::.,_ 

Sincerely, 

algo 
Ge ral Counsel and 
Congressional Liaison 

-·---.-.-1-~' 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301 

Honorable James T. Lynn 
Director, Office of 

Management and Budget 
Washington, D. C. 20503 

Dear Mr. Lynn: 

21 Nnv 1975 

We refer to your request for the views of the Department 
of Defense on the Enrolled Enactment of S. 1517, 94th 
Congress, the "Foreign Relations Authorization Act, 
Fiscal Year 1976." 

The Department of Defense is deeply concerned about the 
effects of Section 146 of the bill for these reasons: 

-It gives the Director, Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency and special interests 
groups of the Congress a blocking power 
over Department of Defense programs. 

-It enables the Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency to exercise that power by referring to 
the impact and uncertainties associated with 
arms control policy and negotiations. 

-In practice it lays open on an untimely basis 
sensitive technology, tactics, plans, policies, 
programs, negotiating strategy to special 
interests groups and to adversaries. 

-It places the Department of Defense in an 
adversary and even hostile position with the 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency and 
possibly other executive agencies with respect 
to matters of national security. 

In the long term, Congress would restrict any attempt to 
construe the bill liberally. There would be no way to 
avoid its growing and severe impact on Department of Defense 
programs. 

' 
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If the President disapproves of this bill, in particular 
of Section 146, we believe the disapproval should be 
accompanied by a strengthened executive order to replace 
Executive Order 11044. This would ensure that the United 
States Government's concern with arms control policy and 
negotiations has been fully accommodated and implemented. 

For the reasons stated in the attached draft Presidential 
Message, the Department of Defense recommends that the 
President disapprove the Enrolled Enactment of S. 1517, 
94th Congress, and return the same to the Senate in 
accordance with Article I, Section 7, Clause 2, of the 
Constitution. 

Sincerely, 

Attachment L. Niederlehner 
Acting General Counsel 

' 



UNITED STATES 

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

Mr. James M. Frey 
Assistant Director for 

Legislative Reference 
Office of Management and Budget 

Dear Mr. Frey: 

NOV 21 1975 

The Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) is 
pleased to respond to your request for its views and recommendations 
on Enrolled Bill S. 1517, 11 [t]o authorize appropriations for the 
administration of foreign affairs; international organizations, 
conferences, and commissions; information and cultural exchange; and 
for other purposes ... 

ERDA recommends that the President veto the Enrolled Bill. 
However, if the President decides to approve the bill, ERDA recommends 
that he issue an interpretative statement at the time of signing. 

The bill would, among other things, amend the Arms Control and 
Disarmament Act by the addition of a new Section 36 that would require 
any Government agency preparing a legislative or budgetary proposal 
for: · · 

11 (1) any program of research, development, testing, engineering, 
construction, deployment, or modernization with respect to 
nuclear armaments, nuclear implements of war, military facilities 
or military vehicles designed or intended primarily for the 
delivery of nuclear weapons, 

11 (2) any program of research, development, testing, engineering, 
construction, deployment, or modernization with respect to · 
armaments, ammunition, implements of war, or military facilities, 
having -

11 (A) an estimated total program cost in excess of 
$250,000,000, or 

11 (B) an estimated annual program cost in excess of 
$50,000,000, or 

~ ... ~ 
') ~ .' 

\: .• ,· 
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11 (3) any other program involving weapons systems or technology 
which such Government agency or the Director believes may have 
a significant impact on arms control and disarmament policy or 
negotiations, 11 

to provide the Director, ACDA, on a continuing basis, with full and 
timely access to detailed information on the proposal. 

Further, it would require any request to the Congress for 
authorization or appropriations for any program described in (1) or 
(2) above to 11 include a complete statement analyzing the impact of 
such program on arms control and disarmament policy and negotiations ... 
An impact statement for a program described in (3) above would be 
required only if the National Security. Council, on the basis of the 
advice and recommendations of the Director, ACDA, found it to have 
significant arms control and disarmament impact. 

The bill would also require the Director, ACDA, upon the request 
of specified congressional committees, and after informing the 
Secretary of State, to 11 advise such committee[s] on the arms control 
and disarmament implications of any program with respect to which" an 
impact statement has been submitted to the Congress. 

We agree that the Director, ACDA, should have full access to 
information that he requires in the performance of his duties as 
principal Executive Branch adviser on arms control and disarmament 
matters. We also agree that there should be communication with the 
Congress to enable it to consider such matters effectively. Therefore, 
while we believe that arrangements can be made under existing law and 
procedures to allow for these goals to be met, we would not object to 
legislation establishing such arrangements. However, we are concerned 
that the superimposition of a requirement for the submission of impact 
statements would result in wide distribution and disclosure of much 
highly sensitive information, such as negotiating positions on 
proposed treaties, intelligence estimates, battle plans, and weapon 
design data, and thus in itself be detrimental to United States arms 
control and disarmament activities and foreign relations activities in 

. general. A proposed veto message is enclosed. 

Also enclosed is a proposed signing statement for use in the event 
the President determines not to veto the bill. We believe such a state
ment would be necessary to indicate the Executive Branch interpretation 
of the bill, many of the provisions of which are ill-defined, and to 
minimize the possible detrimental effects of the bill. 

• 
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The proposed signing statement would state that the National 
Security Council has been directed to assume responsibility for 
establishing the procedures to be followed by Executive Branch agencies 
in implementing the new law, and that" these procedures will: · 

1. assure consistency in implementation and assure that arms 
control and disarmament is properly reflected as one aspect 
of United States national security policy; 

2. protect against wide distribution and disclosure of highly 
sensitive information such as negotiating positions on proposed 
treaties, intelligence estimates, battl·e plans, and weapon 
design data; 

3. reflect that impact statements are required automatically 
only with respect to programs on designated weapons that are in 
engineering development or some later phase, and, further, that 
impact statements are not.required for such activities as 
production of special nuclear material or naval nuclear reactors, 
maintenance of existing weapons, or modifications of existing 
weapons which do not change their essential characteristics; 
{Such activities would be covered by impact statements on the 
weapon systems with which they are associated.) 

4. reflect that the agency sponsoring a budgetary proposal is 
responsible for assuring the inclusion of an impact statement, 
and that the statement itself may be prepared by another agency 
or agencies, may be incorporated by reference, and in general 
need be submitted only once on a designated weapon; (This 
interpretation would permit agencies supporting or otherwise 
developing subsystems or components of primary weapon systems to 
cite the impact statement for the primary system as a sufficient 
and acceptable assessment of the subsidiary or supporting program.) 

5. reflect that the term "technology" in subsection 36(a)(3) 
refers to weapons technology; {We have found no indication of a 
different intent in the legislative history of this bill. 
Without this clarification the subsection would have no rational 
boundaries.) and 

6. recognize that impact statements may be classified 
notwithstanding the omission of certain highly sensitive informati.()fl:. .. ,,"' 

, 
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Because of the uncertainties associated with implementation of the 
bill~ ERDA is at this time unable to estimate with any precision its 
first-year and recurring costs or the relationship of first-year 
estimated costs to the President's budget. However~ we believe that our 
first-year costs will be somewhere between $200,000 and $2,000,000, 
based on a requirement for between 5 and 55 impact statements, depending 
upon the criteria used to determine which programs are covered. We would 
expect that, as time passes, there will be a tendency to interpret the 
law more expansively~ resulting in greater costs in succeeding years. 

Sincerely~ 

Enclosures: 
1. Veto Message 
2. Signing Statement 

, 



CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 
WASHINGTON,D.C. 20505 

Mr. James M. Frey, Assistant Director 
for Legislative Affairs 

Office of Management and Budget 
Washington, D. C. 20503 

Dear Mr. Frey: 

24 November 1975 

This is submitted in the interest of providing views on 
Section 146 of the Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal 
Year 1976, S. 1517, which adds Section 36 to Title III of the 
Arms Control and Disarmament Act. 

Section 36 as a whole appears to be concerned only with 
military weapons and military research programs and the word 
11technologyrr in Section 36(a)(3} is construed as applying solely 
to military technology, not to intelligence collection technology. 
I have been advised that the National Security Council and the 
Office of Management and Budget agree that intelligence collection 
programs would not be subject to the requirements of this Section. 

With respect to Section 36(b}(2}, it is our view that lla 
complete statement analyzing the impact of such programs on arms 
control and disarmament policy and negotiations!! need not include 
sensitive, finished foreign intelligence. However, to the extent 
that these impact statements may be required to include finished 
intelligence as a result of ambiguities of language, it is absolutely 
essential that such information be afforded proper protection and 
it would be necessary that such information be transmitted under 
conditions to protect against its unauthorized disclosure and against 
unnecessary proliferation. 

Sincerely, ' 



UNITED STATES 

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545 

NOV 2 4 1975 

Mr. James M. Frey 
Assistant Director for 

Legislative Reference 
· Office of Management and Budget 

Dear Mr. Frey: 

I have reviewed the ERDA position with respect to enrolled bill 
S. 1517, Foreign Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1976, 
as well as the correspondence we provided to you on this subject 
under date of 21 November, and wish to confirm my full agreement 
with the positions and recommendations provided. 

Sincerely, 

<\2. \,--\r '3~-- ~ 
Robert C. Seamans, Jr. 

Administrator 

' 



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D. C . 20250 

Honorable J811es T. Ii'Jm 
Director 
Of'tice of' Mauapwnt and Budeat 

Dear Mr. Ii'Dn: 

vember 4, 1915 

This replies to your ret.ueat ot Jtovember 191 19751 tor the De~nt'a 
views on the enrolled bill "to authorize appropriatiou tor the 
Maf n:tatration ot toreign af'taira; internatioal. orpnizations, con
terence a, and cc:m.iaaiona; intorution and cultural excb&np; and tor 
otber purposes. • 

The proriaiou ot the bill do not appear to have a sipiticant eftect 
on Depart.nt :f'\mctiona or responaibili ties; theretore, we have no 
obJection to approval of' the bill. 

' 
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ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 

LEGiSLATIVE AFFAIRS itpartmrut nf Justtrt 
llasqiugtnu. it<!!. 2D53D 

Honorable James T. Lynn 
Director 
Office of Management and Budget 
Washington, D. c. 20503 

Dear Mr. Lynn: 

November 24, 1975 

This is in response to your request for the views of 
the Department of Justice on Section 146 of the S. 1517, an 
enrolled bill that may be cited as the Foreign Relations 
Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1976. 

Section 146 amends the Arms Control and Disarmament 
Act to include a section (36) dealing with Arms Control Im-
pact Information and Analysis. It requires government agencies 
preparing proposals with a certain size or impact on arms con
trol policy to provide the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
with detailed information on the proposals. The ACDA, in turn, 
analyzes the proposals for NSC, OMB and the agency proposing 
the program. Requests to Congress for authorizations and ap
propriations for covered programs would have to include a state
ment analyzing the impact of such programs on arms controls and 
disarmament policy or programs. On the request of various con
gressional committees, the ACDA would have to advise the con
gressional committee of the implications of the programs covered. 
The manner in which this provision is carried out cannot be re
viewed in court. The provision making disputes under this sec
tion non-justiciable is consistent with the position that the 
Justice Department has taken on whether issues of confidentiality 
should be decided in the courtso See letter from the Attorney 
General to the Vice President, June 13, 1975, published in Report 
of the Commission on the Organization of the Government for the 
Conduct of Foreign Policy 240 (1975) and Statement of Assistant 
Attorney General Antonin Scalia on So 2170, the Congressional 
Right to Information Act before the Senate Government Operations 
Committee, October 23, 1975. 

, 



It is possible that particular applications of the 
statute could lead to questions of confidentialityo However, 
this is true of many laws otherwise unobjectionable on their 
face, and the Department of Justice does not believe that, as 
a legal matter, there is anything in Section 146 which should 
cause the President not to sign the enrolled billo 

We have also received a package of materials from Mr. 
Hyde, Assistant Director for Legislative Reference, dated 
November 21, 1975. This includes a draft veto message dated 
November 20, 1975, which objects to the bill on separation of 
powers grounds. We think the draft exaggerates the degree to 
which the President's power within the executive branch is re
duced; under the bill he would still have final powero More
over, since the bill merely calls for reports to Congress, it 
is not clear that it is unconstitutional because it violates 
the doctrine of separation of powers. 

There are, of course, policy questions at stakeo If 
the President believes that the bill is undesirable because 
its provisions are unnecessary or unworkable, he, can of course, 
veto the bill on those grounds. 

Sincerely, 

/~ltL~ 
Michael M. Uhlmann 
Assistant Attorney General 
Office of Legislative Affairs 

- 2 -
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Washington, D.C. 20520 

Honorable James T. Lynn 
Director 
Office of Management and Budget 
Washington, D.C. 20503 

Dear Mr. Lynn: 

November 25, 1975 

In response to your request of November 14 for our view of 
S.l517, the Secretary has authorized me to inform you that 
we recommend the President permit the bill to become law. 

We are aware that the "Arms Control Impact Information and 
Analysis" section of the bill places an onerous burden on 
the executive and ought not to have passed Congress. How
ever, it has passed Congress, and should the President veto 
the bill, the reaction in Congress would be very strong 
and very nagative, and we would probably face an override 
or, failing that, the same language, or worse language, on 
whatever other piece of legislation lies at hand, even 
perhaps that dealing with mutual security. 

This measure is very important to some on the Hill who have 
fought some battles for the Department -- e.g. Humphrey and 
Zablocki -- and a matter of indifference to others we often 
turn to (Congressman Hays told us he might call the 
President to advise him not to veto the bill) • Thus a 
veto would receive limited support in our judgment. 

Additionally, a veto would kill State's FY-76 authorization 
legislation making hurried Hill action on a continuing 
resolution necessary, and also leading our supporters in 
Congress to wonder whether our sense of priorities is not 
askew. 

In sum, it is our considered and firm opinion that S.l517 
should be signed by the President and that he should inform 
the Congress of his intention to interpret the ACDA impact 
statement requirement as narrowly as possible. 

Sincerely, 

' .:.Jt~ ~:.._, ·~:? ' .• 7/f' z .e: --~:;/ · / cL /;f ,.....,,,,/ . cU 

Robert J. cCloskey ; ... 
Assistant Secretary · ;~ 
for Congressional Relati~ns ·~ 

.'l>, 

,:""/ 
/ 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

ACTION MEMORANDUM WASHINGTON LOG NO.: 

Date: November 26 Time: 700pm 
.,a..._.,· ~ 

FOR ACTION: Max Friedersdorf ~-7 cc (for information): 
NSC/S ~~~f'l.; 

Jack Marsh 
Jim Cavanaugh 

Ken Lazarus ..2 ~? /J 
Paul Theis 
Glenn Schleede 

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY 

DUE: Date: November 2 8 

SUBJECT: 

Time: lOOpm 

s. 1517 - Foreign Relations Authorization Act, FY 76 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

-- For Necessary Actibn 

-- Prepa.re Agenda. and Brief 

X 
-- For Your Comments 

REMARKS: 

__ For Your Recommenda.tioJ:W 

--Draft Reply 

--Draft Remarb 

Please return to Judy Johnston, Ground Floor West Wing 

The subject bill must be to the President ~day afternoon. 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTm. 

If you have any questioJ:UJ or if you anticipate a 
delay in submitting the required material, please 
telephone the Staff Secretcuy immediC.ltelJl. 

- ---------
K. R. COLE, JR. 
For the President 

' 
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20523 

Mr. James M. Frey 
Assistant Director 
for Legislative Reference 
Office of Management and Budget 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Mr. Frey: 

This letter responds to your request of November 19, 
1975 for our comments on s. 1517, an Enrolled Bill. 

Our review of the legislation indicates that a significant 
error has been incorporated in section 692 of the new 
"Part J - Foreign Service Grievance". The language of this 
provision was originally intended to apply to USIA and AID 
as well as the Department. However, it was our understanding 
that in view of an objection raised by the House Conferees, 
it was agreed in conference that these grievance provisions 
would apply only to the Department and that similar provisions 
would be inserted in the authorization bills of USIA and AID. 
Pursuant to this agreement specific references to AID and 
USIA were deleted from section 692(l)A but (apparently) by 
inadvertent error were not deleted from section 692(l)B with 
the result that the new grievance procedure might be read 
to apply to all three foreign affairs agencies if signed by 
the President. 

In furtherance of the understanding the Chairman of the 
House Committee on International Relations has responded to 
the State Department outlining his views on initiating the 
comparable enactments for AID and USIA. Attached is a copy 
of Chairman Morgan's letter. 

While we cannot recommend a veto of the bill solely for purposes 
of correcting ambiguous provisions affecting AID, a veto by the 
President would enable us to remedy the serious drafting error. 

Enclosure 

' 
Since~ely yours, 

/·' /"-/ ,--'' /"' 
.'' 4 ..,f'" ~' 

·/y~- / /4-t~ -
CharleJ:t. Gladson 
General Counsel 

' 
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Da te: 

FOR 

IJ~I( p 1\DC:M 

November 26 

CTION : Max Friedersdorf 
NSC/S 
Ken Lazarus 
Paul Theis 
Gj,enn Schleede 
~'// .S~i:i"'~rz/] 

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY 

DUE : Date: November 2 8 

SUBJECT : 

LOG NO.: 

Time : 700pm 

cc (£or information) : Jack Marsh 
Jim Cavanaugh 

Time: 
lOOpm 

S. 1517 - Foreign Relations Authorization Act, FY 76 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

_ __ For Necessary Action For Your Recommendations 

Prepare Agenda and Brief __ Dmft Reply 

X 
For Your Comments Draft Remarks 

REMARKS : 

Please Leturn to Judy Johnston, Ground .Floor West Wing 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

I£ you have any questions or i£ ou antici - a 
deiay in sub:nitting .. h 1·cqt11r ~d. : ia.l, please 
tel :wne the Si:af£ S(;. ... ~ .:ary imrncc iately. 

J~~·'.:i t.. ~ . . . . ;.~UJ!A 

Fo!' tne ?rosideot 

' 
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\ ), • ' E~fOR ~J)ll\ 

Dcd.:: N mb qve er 26 

FOR ACTI Max Friedersdorf 
NSC/S 
Ken Lazarus~ 
Paul Theis 
Glenn Schleede 

FROM THE STAFF SECRE~ ?.Y 

Ol E 

I (' (: J () ::-.; LOG NO. : 

Tim : 700prn 

cc (for information): Jack Marsh 
Jim Cavanaugh 

DUE: Date : November 28 Time: lOOprn 

SUBJECT: 

s. 1517 Foreign Relations Authorization Act, FY 76 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

__ For Necessaxy Action For Your Recommendations 

__ Prepare ~genda and Brie£ 

X 

__ Dra£t Reply 

__ For Your Comments __ Draft Remarks 

REMARKS : 

Please return to Judy Johnston, Ground Floor West Wing 

: : '~: '''? ~:·. ~ ·~.~; :'"': .. ~~' ~·.:.,: ··:'::·; ~.; ;~ :.;.:: ·~:~.':··· ... ·~~ ::·"~~( <~· ...... ·::·:"= ... ::·-.. ~:.: :~::, . .-·~-.~. ;~· :.-:~: .. < .:.:··:: ~.: :?·~~~:··:~~.::• i·~ .: .. :·.-;·.-f.: .. ,.,.:_;,., •• . :.; .. ~:.:.·:.1• ;_,~: •• ·. :·· . ..: .. :_~: ;.:'- :·., .. 

J~~·~;;'i~~i~f~~,l~t~i.f~%~:~r.~.~~~~~::~~~:.;;::;~~i.it1~~~:~,~~~~¥I~~~i,~iA~~~t,~~~f; :.::~:f~:i!~:::r.f 
·-. ::o;.;·;f: ·,.(~·:..-:::;'!t~.-*'~"'"'. :'>~ f.:'?ft': ~, :~:.~.:: ·~~-..,. ~·~--:-~.~',;,-... •• ::.:;.~~~ ::"~:::~-~*'~ ': .. t.:#!:· .... ~.!'!:;-~-~:~"·.-t~~,,i~;,O.\.,. ... !·"'-:" ::~ ~~·~ .. ,: .)·r-· -~~ :J.:,~>iti:;:·:" u_.~~·;-, .... r,.~:,:.~-=!:-.:~ !:~ 
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PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

If you have any questions or i£ ou anticipate a 
deic.y in submitting the ! ·..- •.tired n1.c ri ·, please 
telephone the Si:c.££ Secretory immediate! . For the President. 
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III . \·~ •J. HOl 

V 1 IO~ :' IE~lOJ~ \:\DC 1 \\"A l11 '(, J ) :\ LOG NO.: 

Date: N mb 26 ove er 

FOR ~CTION: 
Max Friedersdorf 
NSC/S 
Ken Lazarus 
Paul Theis 
Glenn Schleede 

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY 

DUE: Date: November 28 

SUBJECT : 

Time: 700pm 

cc (for information): J~ck Marsh 
J1m Cavanaugh 

Time: lOOpm 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

November 28, 1975 

JIM CAVANAUGH 

MAX FRIEDERSDORF ;/4A . 6 • 
s. 1517 Foreign Relations Authorization 
Act, FY '76 

The Office of Legislative Affairs recommends subject bill be 
signed. 



Les Janka: Per my conversation. 
Pls. give me an o.k. on the OMB 
veto message as soon as possible. 

Judy Johnston 
x2219 

, 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Lynn May memo 
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Date: 
November 26 

.tOR CTIO Max Friedersdorf 
NSC/S 
Ken Lazarus 
Paul Theis~ 
Glenn Schleede 

FROM THE STAFF s· .CRETARY 

DUE: Date: November 28 

SUBJECT: 

LOG NO. : 

Time: 700pm 

cc (£or information): Jack Marsh 
Jim Cavanaugh 

Time : lOOpm 

S. 1517 - Foreign Relations Authorization Act, FY 76 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

_For Necessary Action _For Your Recommendations 

. Prepare Agenda and Brie£ --Dro.ft Reply 

X 
For Your Comments _ _ Draft Remarks 

REMARKS: 

Please return to Judy Johnston., Ground Floor West Wing 

... ...... .. . ... . ·.· .. ·;. . , . ..· ... 
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PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

I£ you have any q\.1estions or if you anticipate a 
deiay in submitting H. uired mc.terial, pl ase 
tei hone the Sta££ s~.:r vlY imrncdw ly. 

J~:z;.~S t:c (':~.\. i~USb 

For tho Pl·i.Js1d.ont 
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TO THE SENATE: 

I return without my approvalS. 1517, the Foreign 

Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1976. 

I cannot approve S. 1517~ because certain provisions 

of section 146 regarding the Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency would impose by law~ upon the President and key 

national security officials of the Executive Branch, 

burdensome, inflexible and unwise procedures governing 

the manner in which they make vital decisions and 

recommendations on armaments programs and arms control 

and disarmament policy and negotiations. The prescribed 

procedure would place the Director of ACDA in a virtually 

adversary relationship to the President's other national 

security policy advisers -- the Secretaries of State and 

Defense and the Administrator of the Energy Research and 

Development Administration. 

Moreover, section 146 would distort the present 

responsibilities of the Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency and divert it from its main goal of pursuing, 

within an international framework and through agreement 

with other nations, arms control and disarmament. The 

requirements and procedures that would be imposed upon 

the Executive Branch could work in a manner damaging 

to our national security by unilaterally constraining 

our military preparedness and compromising our arms 

control negotiating policy and strategy. 

I understand the concerns of those who supported 

the provisions of section 146 -- concern for a strong, 

/~~-1?()"". I t,,_, '",..... 
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independent Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, con-

cern that all major armaments proposals are thoroughly 

assessed not only for their contributions to the defense 

of the nation but for their implications to our arms 

control and disarmament policy and negotiations• and 

concern that the Congress and its committees receive 

information adequate for them to perform their functions 

effectively. 

I, too, am concerned that the Arms Control and Dis-

armament Agency should have a strong voice in Executive 

Branch councils for the formulation of national security 

policies. We are the only nation in the world that has .,. 
an independent agency charged solely with responsibilities 

for arms control and disarmament. 

I, too, am concerned that all major armaments pro-

posals are subjected to analysis in all their implications 

prior to making my recommendations to the Congress for 

their authorization or appropriation. The implications 

for arms control and disarmament policy and negotiations 

are important ingredients in my final decisions and 

recommendations. 

I, too, am concerned that the Congress and its 
The.,.. 

committees are properly informed. Congress has a central 

role in providing for our national defense and assuring 

a sound foreign policy and, therefore, should have 

information required to fulfill that role. 

' 
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Accordingly, I am directing that a new Executive 

order on the Coordination of Arms Control and Disarmament 

Policy and Related Matters be prepared. This order 

will completely update and replace Executive Order No. 

11044 of August 20, 1962. It will be designed to 

strengthen the role and voice of the Arms Control 

and Disarmament Agency and its Director in the policy 

formulation processes of the government and to assure 

the exchange of necessary information. It will meet 

the essential purposes of the provisions of S. 1517. 

A review of United States policy on arms transfer 

for foreign nations is currently underway by the 

involved Executive agencies. This is a complex policy 

and administrative matter affecting a number ~f agencies 

and involving the licensing of the export of munitions, 

the administration of the Foreign Military Sales Act, 

and policies and practices under the Foreign Assistance 

Act. I am directing the Assistant to the President for 

National Security Affairs to assure that as a part of ' 
that policy review there shall be a thorough examination 

of the process of consultation among the several agencies 

regarding arms transfers to other countries, a matter 

dealt with in section 150 of S. 1517. The adequacy of 

the role of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency in 

the consultation mechanism will be specifically 

evaluated. 
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I also today directed the Director of the Arms 

Control and Disarmament Agency to undertake two specific 

studies in general consonance with the intent of 

sections 142 and 143 of S. 1517. The first relates to 

the impact upon military expenditures of the arms 

control measures mutually agreed to by the United 

States and the Soviet Union. The second is research, in 

consultation with other agencies and the International 

Atomic Energy Agency, with respect to the development 

of nuclear safeguard techniques. 

With these actions and with prompt enactment by 

the Congress of a substitute measure for the other 

provisions of S. 1517, we will have significantly 

strengthened our arrangements for the administration of 

arms control and disarmament policy and negotiations, 

and we shall have done so in a manner that preserves 

Presidential flexibility and appropriate cooperation 

between the Congress and the Executive. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

November , 1975 

' 



TO THE SENATE OF '!'HE UNITED STATES : 

I return without my approval s. 1517, the Foreign 

Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1976. 

I cannot approve s. 1517 because certain provisions 

of section 146 regardinq the Arma Control and Disarmament 

Aqency would impose by law upon the President and key 

national security officials of the Executive Branch, burden

some, inflexible and unwise procedurea qoverning the manner 

in which they make vital decisions and recommendations on 

armaments programs and arms control and disarmament policy 

and negotiationa. The prescribed procedure would place the 

Director of ACDA in a virtually adversary relationship to the 

President's other national security policy Advisers -- the 

Secretaries of State and Defense and the Administrator of 

the Energy Research and Development Administration. 

Moreover, section 146 would distort the present 

reaponaibili ties of the Arms Control and Disarmament Aqency 

and divert it from ita main qoal of purauin9, within an 

international framework and through agreement with other 

nations, arms control and disarmament. The requirements and 

procedures that would be impoeed upon the Executive Branch 

could work in a manner damaging to our national security by 

unilaterally constraining our military preparedness and 

compromising our arms control :negotiating policy and strategy. 

I understand the concerns of those who supported the 

provisions of section 146 -- concern for a strong, independent 

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, concern that all major 
-armaments proposals are thoroughly assessed not only for their 

contributions to the defense of the Nation but for their 

implications to our arms control and disarmament policy and 

negotiations and concern that the Congress and its committees 

receive information adequate for them to perform their functions 

effectively. 

, 
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I, too, am concerned that the Arms Control and 

Disarmament Aqency should have a strong voice in Executive 

Branch councils for the formulation of national security 

policies. We are the only Nation in the world that has 

an independent agency charged aolely with responsibilities 

for arms control and disarmament. 

I, too, am concerned that all major armaments proposals 

are subjected to analysis in all their implications prior 

to making my recommendations to the Congress for their 

authorization or appropriation. The implications for arms 

control and disarmament policy and negotiations are important 

ingredients in my final decisions and recommendations. 

I, too, am concerned that the Congress and its committees 

are properly informed. The Congress has a central role in 

providing for our national defense and assuring a sound foreign 

policy and, therefore, should have information required to 

fulfill that role. 

Accordingly, I am directing that a new Executive order 

on the Coordination of Arms Control and Disarmament Policy and 

Related Matters be prepared. This order will completely update 

and replace Executive Order No. 11044 of August 20, 1962. It 

will be designed to strengthen the role and voice of the Arms 

Control and Disarmament Agency and its Director in the policy 

formulation processes of the government and to assure the 

exchanqe of necessary information. It will meet the essential 

purposes of the provisions of s. 1517. 

A review of United States policy on arms transfer for 

foreign nations is currently underway by the involved 

Executive agencies. This is a complex policy and administrative 

matter affecting a number of agencies and involvinq the licensing 

of the export of munitions, the administration of the Foreign 

I·~ 
Military Sales Act, and policies and practices under the , ~ ·()~\. 

Foreign Assistance Act. I am diractinq the Assistant to the 
, . 

~ ~ 
~1 
~I 

President for National Security Affairs to assure that as a ~of 
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that policy review there shall be a thorough examination of 

the process of consultation among the several agencies 

regarding arms transfers to other countries, a matter 

dealt with in section 150 of s. 1517. The adequacy of the 

role of the Arms Control and Disarmament Aqency in the 

consultation mechanism will be specifically evaluated. 

I also ~ay directed the Director of the Arms Control 

and Disarmament Agency to undertake two specific studies in 

general consonance with the intent of sections 142 and 143 of 

s. 1517. The first relates to the impact upon military expe~

ditures of the arms control measures mutually agreed to by the 

United States and the Soviet Union. The second is research, 

in consultation with other agencies and the International 

Atomic Enerqy Aqency, with respect to the development of 

nuclear safeguard techniques. 

With these actions and with prompt enactment by the 

Congress of a substitute measure for the other provisions of 

s. 1517, we will have significantly strengthened our arrange

menta for the administration of arms control and disarmament 

policy and negotiations, and we shall have done so in a 

manner that preserves Presidential flexibility and appropriate 

cooperation between the Congress and the Executive. 

THE WHITE UOUSE 

, 
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I return without my approvalS. 1517, the Foreign 

Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1976. 

I cannot approveS. 1517, because certain provisions 

of section 146 regarding the Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency would impose by law~ upon the President and key 

national security officials of the Executive Branch, 

burdensome, inflexible and unwise procedures governing 

the manner in which they make vital decisions and 

recommendations on armaments programs and arms control 

and disarmament policy and negotiations. The prescribed 

procedure would place the Director of ACDA in a virtually 

adversary relationship to the President's other national 

security policy advisers -- the Secretaries of State and 

Defense and the Administrator of the Energy Research and 

Development Administration. 

Moreover, section 146 would distort the present 

responsibilities of the Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency and divert it from its main goal of pursuing, 

within an international framework and through agreement 

with other nations, arms control and disarmament. The 

requirements and procedures that would be imposed upon 

the Executive Branch could work in a manner damaging 

to our national security by unilaterally constraining 

our military preparedness and compromising our arms 

control negotiating policy and strategy. 

I understand the concerns of those who supported 

the provisions of section 146 -- concern for a strong, 
;.. Fo"0 , 
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independent Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, con-

cern that all major armaments proposals are thoroughly 

assessed not only for their contributions to the defense 

of the nation but for their implications to our arms 

control and disarmament policy and negotiations* and 

concern that the Congress and its committees receive 

information adequate for them to perform their functions 

effectively. 

I, too, am concerned that the Arms Control and Dis-

armament Agency should have a strong voice in Executive 

Branch councils for the formulation of national security 

policies. We are the only nation in the world that has .,.. 
an independent agency charged solely with responsibilities 

for arms control and disarmament. 

I, too, am concerned that all major armaments pro-

posals are subjected to analysis in all their implications 

prior to making my recommendations to the Congress for 

their authorization or appropriation. The implications 

for arms control and disarmament policy and negotiations 

are important ingredients in my final decisions and 

recommendations. 

I, too, am concerned that the Congress and its 
\ ..,. r-,e- ·.,, 'r 

committees are properly informed. Congress has a centra~-~ 

role in providing for our national defense and assuring 

a sound foreign policy and, therefore, should have 

information required to-fulfill that role. 

I 
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Accordingly, I am directing that a new Executive 

order on the Coordination of Arms Control and Disarmament 

Policy and Related Matters be prepared. This order 

will completely update and replace Executive Order No. 

11044 of August 20, 1962. It ~ill be designed to 

strengthen the role and voice of the Arms Control 

and Disarmament Agency and its Director in the policy 

formulation processes of the government and to assure 

the exchange of necessary information. It will meet 

the essential purposes of the provisions of s. 1517. 

A review of United States policy on arms transfer 

for foreign nations is currently underway by the 

involved Executive agencies. This is a complex policy 

and administrative matter affecting a number of agencies 

and involving the licensing of the export of munitions, 

the administration of the Foreign Military Sales Act, 

and policies and practices under the Foreign Assistance 

Act. I am directing the Assistant to the President for 

National Security Affairs to assure that as a part of 

that policy review there shall be a thorough examination 

of the process of consultation among the several agencies 

regarding arms transfers to other countries, a , 

dealt with in section 150 of s. 1517. 
;, 

the role of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency iJJ.·,."··-· 

the consultation mechanism will be specifically 

evaluated. 
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I also today directed the Director of the Arms 

Control and Disarmament Agency to undertake two specific 

studies in general consonance with the intent of 

sections 142 and 143 of S. 1517. The first relates to 

the impact upon military expenditures of the arms 

control measures mutually agreed to by the United 

States and the Soviet Union. The second is research, in 

consultation with other agencies and the International 

Atomic Energy Agency, with respect to the d~velopment 

of nuclear safeguard techniques. 

With these actions and with prompt enactment by 

the Congress of a substitute measure for the other 

provisions of S. 1517, we will have significantly 

strengthened our arrangements for the administration of 

arms control and disarmament policy and negotiations, 

and we shall have done so in a manner that preserves 

Presidential flexibility and appropriate cooperation 

between the Congress and the Executive. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

November ' 1975 

' 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Office of the White House Press Secretary 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

TO THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES: 

I return without my approvalS. 1517, the Foreign 
Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 1976. 

I cannot approve S. 1517 because certain provisions 
of section 146 regarding the Arms Control and Disarmament 
Agency would impose by law upon the President and key 
national security officials of the Executive Branch, burden
some, inflexible and unwise procedures governing the manner 
in which they make vital decisions and recommendations on 
armaments programs and arms control and disarmament policy 
and negotiations. The prescribed procedure would place the 
Director of ACDA in a virtually adversary relationship to the 
President's other national security policy advisers -- the 
Secretaries of State and Defense and the Administrator of 
the Energy Research and Development Administration. 

Moreover, section 146 would distort the present 
responsibilities of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency 
and divert it from its main goal of pursuing, within an 
international framework and through agreement with other 
nations, arms control and disarmament. The requirements and 
procedures that would be imposed upon the Executive Branch 
could work in a manner damaging to our national security by 
unilaterally constraining our military preparedness and 
compromising our arms control negotiating policy and strategy. 

I understand the concerns of those who supported the 
provisions of section 146 -- concern for a strong, independent 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, concern that all major 
armaments proposals are thoroughly assessed not only for their 
contributions to the defense of the Nation but for their 
implications to our arms control and disarmament policy and 
negotiations and concern that the Congress and its committees 
receive information adequate for them to perform their functions 
effectively. 

I, too, am concerned that the Arms Control and 
Disarmament Agency should have a strong voice in Executive 
Branch councils for the formulation of national security 
policies. We are the only Nation in the world that has 
an independent agency charged solely with responsibilities 
for arms control and disarmament. 

I, too, am concerned that all major armaments proposals 
are subjected to analysis in all their implications prior 
to making my recommendations to the Congress for their 
authorization or appropriation. The implications for arms 
control and disarmament policy and negotiations are important 
ingredients in my final decisions and recommendations. 

I, too, am concerned that the Congress and its committees 
are properly informed. The Congress has a central role in 
providing for our national defense and assuring a sound foreign 
policy and, therefore, should have information required to 
fulfill that role. 
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Accordingly, I am directing that a new Executive order 
on the Coordination of Arms Control and Disarmament Policy and 
Related Matters be prepared. This order will completely update 
and replace Executive Order No. 11044 of August 20, 1962. It 
will be designed to strengthen the role and voice of the Arms 
Control and Disarmament Agency and its Director in the policy 
formulation processes of the government and to assure the 
exchange of necessary information. It will meet the essential 
purposes of the provisions of S. 1517. 

A review of United States policy on arms transfer for 
foreign nations is currently underway by the involved 
Executive agencies. This is a complex policy and administrative 
matter affecting a number of agencies and involving the licensing 
of the export of munitions, the administration of the Foreign 
Military Sales Act, and policies and practices under the 
Foreign Assistance Act. I am directing the Assistant to the 
President for National Security Affairs to assure that as a part of 
that policy review there shall be a thorough examination of 
the process of consultation among the several agencies 
regarding arms transfers to other countries, a matter 
dealt with in section 150 of S. 1517. The adequacy of the 
role of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency in the 
consultation mechanism will be specifically evaluated. 

I also today directed the Director of the Arms Control 
and Disarmament Agency to undertake two specific studies in 
general consonance with the intent of sections 142 and 143 of 
S. 1517. The first relates to the impact upon military expen
ditures of the arms control measures mutually agreed to by the 
United States and the Soviet Union. The second is research, 
in consultation with other agencies and the International 
Atomic Energy Agency, with respect to the development of 
nuclear safeguard techniques. 

With these actions and with prompt enactment by the 
Congress of a substitute measure for the other provisions of 
s. 1517, we will have significantly strengthened our arrange
ments for the administration of arms control and disarmament 
policy and negotiations, and we shall have done so in a 
manner that preserves Presidential flexibility and appropriate 
cooperation between the Congress and the Executive. 

GERALD R. FORD 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
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